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Foreword

Great cooperation
Major innovations in traffic management are being introduced. Smart apps already give road users customised
route advice. Systems are becoming smarter. Cars, drivers and our infrastructure will soon be constantly
communicating with each other. They will be connected. This is a great opportunity for Rijkswaterstaat.
Let’s take this opportunity and shape this innovation together, now and in the future.
To that end, we have drawn up our Traffic Management Vision and the Smart Mobility Position Paper. This Traffic
Management Roadmap brings the future nearer. The plan describes what we want and must do in terms of
traffic management in the coming years. The emphasis here is on renewing and improving our network services,
such as Incident Management and De-icing.
The Traffic Management Roadmap provides focus by prioritising and clustering projects. In terms of content,
there is a significant overlap with the subject of Smart Mobility. For that reason, 80 percent of all Smart Mobility
projects are already included in this plan. Conveniently, I am also the board’s portfolio representative of Smart
Mobility. I have thus decided to further promote the synergy between traffic management and Smart Mobility in
the coming period.
The Board has approved the so-called first release – the first thirty projects – of this roadmap. We will focus on
the first year in particular. This allows us to remain agile and if necessary adjust our plans fast. Once these
projects have been completed, we will submit required decisions to the board and start working on the next
batch of projects.
More than a hundred RWS staff have been involved in drawing up the roadmap, by being part of the core team,
contributing ideas through expert sessions or reading and commenting on the plan. The quality of this plan
reflects this great cooperation.
But we’re not there yet. The real work starts now. The title ‘roadmap’ suggests that road traffic management is
just a matter of charting and implementing projects. That’s definitely not the case. The roadmap is mainly about
‘why’ and ‘what’. The ‘how’ will need to be determined in the coming period. This will be a challenge for the
entire organisation for which we will really need everyone’s help.
For now, I trust that you will enjoy reading this roadmap. As you do so, I would like you to identify how the Traffic
Management Roadmap will affect your work. This will help you discover how you can contribute to the
development of traffic management.
Kind regards,
Karin Visser
Portfolio Representative Smart Mobility Focus Point and Traffic Management Process Owner
Traffic Management Roadmap 2022
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Summary

Increasing mobility is exacerbating traffic congestion
on the Dutch motorway network and the number of
accidents is rising dramatically. Moreover, this is adding
to the pressure on the climate goals agreed in the Paris
Climate Agreement. At the same time, due to developments such as smart electric cars for example, the
composition of traffic is changing, data streams are
growing, there are a multitude of technical innovations
and road users are changing their behaviour. When we
combine this with an efficiency task and the agreed
performance goals for road traffic management,
Rijkswaterstaat (Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management) is facing an enormous challenge
Traffic management is in a state of transition. This tran
sition can succeed by taking place along the following four
tracks:
• exchanging and using data (e.g. data from others);
• developing assets (e.g. smarter roadside systems);
• influencing the behaviour of road users;
• cooperating with partners.
This Traffic Management 2022 roadmap gives the transition
substance based on the Vision on Traffic Management 2030
and the Smart Mobility Position Paper.

Road traffic management ambitions
Rijkswaterstaat has the following aspirations in terms of
road traffic management:
6 | Rijkswaterstaat

• to help prevent fatal accidents on main roads;
• to improve traffic flow on main roads;
• to reduce the harmful emissions of traffic.
Traffic congestion will increase in the coming years, while
traffic safety declines. This congestion can only partially be
offset by more asphalt. The number of incidents on the
Rijkswaterstaat network has doubled over the course of
three years. Economic growth and continuing urbanisation
are also expected to generate more traffic movements,
exacerbating congestion and reducing the reliability of
travel times. 2015 and 2016 saw a rise in the number of
fatalities and serious injuries on the roads, a reversal of the
previous trend. The number of minor accidents is also rising
quickly, causing serious disruptions in the already extremely
strained network. Finally, the climate goals agreed in Paris
require an approach to CO₂ reduction, also in mobility.

Smart Mobility

Network services

Smart Mobility, i.e. the (combination of ) innovations that
make it possible to organise mobility better and more cost
efficient, is a key theme. The transition to connected and
autonomous vehicles – an element of Smart Mobility – has
already started. This means that first the driver and later the
vehicle will become an active part of managing traffic.
Technological developments offer great potential for the
efficiency and impact of traffic management, but we must
increasingly emphasise the cooperation with our environ
ment. The speed of technological innovation is determined
largely by industry (e.g. car manufacturers). The transition
occurs in a European or even global context, but also at
national, provincial and municipal levels. Finally, the
choices made by ‘mobilists’ determine the speed of change.
What experience drives their choices and how does this
translate into an action perspective for Rijkswaterstaat?

Road traffic management is fulfilled by seven network
services:
• Object Control
• Incident Management
• Road Works
• De-icing
• Enforcement
• Network Optimisation
• Travel and Route Information.
Partly due to the rapid evolution in data (exchange),
logistics and mobility management are two themes
requiring growing attention in all network services. This is
due particularly to the impact on the use of the available
road capacity and requires investment by Rijkswaterstaat.

Improvement and renewal of network services
The (core) task of road operators is to guarantee the safe use
of the road infrastructure and a free flow of traffic within
the limits set by a reasonable quality of life. Road operators
are increasingly becoming part of a network, forming
alliances with other parties. Besides the actual execution of
several core tasks, in the coming years the government and
road operators will be held more and more responsible for
the successful management of the entire circle, the
establishment of limits and conditions and the mana
gement of risks.

In line with the Smart Mobility developments, the most
important social trends for the coming years are:
• computerisation: producing and sharing data
(connectivity);
• automation: the vehicle takes the wheel;
• sharing: mobility as a service;
• sustainable mobility: the transition to zero emissions.
This roadmap describes how Rijkswaterstaat can adapt to
continue adding as much social value as possible to traffic
management in the future.

Improvement by optimising and developing traffic
management has a different focus for the various network
services, depending on a more direct or perhaps indirect
contribution to safety and traffic flow. De-icing, Incident
Management and Road Works will have to deliver a higher
quality product or service, whilst improving and developing
Object Control will focus on efficiency. Finally, Network
Optimisation, Travel and Route Information and
Enforcement should focus more on cooperation, so that
partners can make an optimum contribution to traffic flow
and safety together.
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Through digital visibility, Rijkswaterstaat provides better information about the situation on the road.

Renewal along four development tracks
The renewal/transition of traffic management is based on
four themes, which we will explain below.
Data
Data flows are set to grow exponentially in the coming
years. As a result of increased data exchange, due attention
must be paid to the subjects of privacy and security. It is also
essential that we make the data that we (only) produce
ourselves available to everyone, reliably and in high quality.
What we do must not only be visible visually, but also
digitally. The years ahead will see a great deal of traffic data
originating from new sources, for example directly from
vehicles. We must therefore be prepared to be able to
receive and process relevant data in our processes. CHARM
is a basic condition (foundation) for this. With this
improved digital view, we can do our work better, faster and
more efficiently in all network services. Promoting data
sharing in society offers concrete advantages in logistics,
both for carriers and for the individual motorist
Assets
The extent to which assets, such as roadside systems, are
needed is closely related to the (speed of ) developments in
the vehicle fleet and the extent of connectivity between
vehicles and between vehicles and the roadside. Despite
savings already achieved in replacing roadside systems,
innovation-proof replacement is still necessary, in the form
of intelligent roadside systems (iWKS).Contrary to
8 | Rijkswaterstaat

expectations, there has been less growth in numbers of
vehicles that are able to communicate with each other or
with the roadside.
Behaviour
Understanding and influencing behaviour is the third
development track. This is primarily about road users.
The use of innovative in-car systems such as adaptive cruise
control, and traffic information is still very limited. At the
same time, we must be alert to the distractions that using
these systems can entail for road users. A second element
involves the decisions of travellers before they set out.
Travelling at different times, using different modalities than
one’s own car or car sharing are all choices that have a
major influence on road congestion.
Partnerships
Traffic management doesn’t stop at the slip road. We are
therefore strengthening the role of our regional desks and our
collaboration with the National Council Traffic Management
(LVMB) and the National Council Road Operators (WOW). As
the largest road manager, we want to initiate and facilitate
development projects (Rijkswaterstaat feels responsible for
the network system as a whole). We also plan to enter into
more partnerships with private parties. Projects like Socrates
2.0 – in which governments and the private sector share data
to advise road users on optimal routes – lay the basis for
structural and intensive automated data exchange and
coordination.

This improved digital view will enable
us to work better, faster and more
efficiently in all network services.

Impact
This roadmap provides insight into:
• developments/projects that need to be undertaken and
that fit within the scope of our organisation in terms of
money and personnel deployment (Do package);
• developments/projects requiring extra effort and
attention and that lead to specific choices, setting the
course for the future along the lines of the Traffic
Management Vision 2030 (Can package);
• subjects to be placed on the policy agenda, because
Rijkswaterstaat cannot tackle them alone (Want package).
Ultimately, implementing this plan will also impact on our
internal organisation in terms of content, approach,
structure and process. So that we can deliver on our goals
relating to safety, traffic flow and quality of life in both the
short and the long term.
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1 Road traffic
evolution

Traffic Management Vision 2030
In April 2017, Rijkswaterstaat adopted the Traffic Mana
gement Vision 2030 (Vision TM 2030), which provides clarity
on the development of road traffic and Rijkswaterstaat’s role
in this. Increasing traffic is a significant part of a seemingly
unsustainable system in which safety, traffic flow and
quality of life are under severe pressure.

Traffic safety
For quite a few years, the number of road accident victims
declined. Now, however, that trend has reversed. In 2016,
fatalities rose to 629 and the number of seriously injured to
over 21.000. The number of registered accidents shows an
increase of 40 percent compared to 2014.

Traffic flow
As the economy picks up, congestion is rising once more.
Road construction is unable to keep pace. The increase in
the number of accidents also creates more unexpected
traffic jams. Busier roads mean that even minor accidents
have a major impact on traffic flow.

6%
7%

19%

67%

If we assume that in 2022 vehicles will travel 9 percent more
kilometres on the main road network than in 2016, the
total travel time lost will increase correspondingly by 28
percent. Increasing urbanisation is putting more pressure
on the networks in and around cities, while traffic is
becoming more complex due to the growing diversity of
modalities (types and speeds). This mixed traffic requires
extra attention from road operators, particularly in the
transitional areas. Road safety and design are particular
points of attention.

Quality of life
As the volume of traffic increases, so does the volume of
emissions of particulate matter and CO₂, among other

things. The growth in the number of clean cars cannot keep
pace with the growing mobility.

• cooperation with others, both road operators and service
providers and car manufacturers.

The Paris climate objectives call for an approach to reduce
CO₂, including in mobility. Strong measures will be required
to reduce emissions related to road traffic. In the coming
years, electrification of the vehicle fleet and a shift in our
behaviour may change the situation on the road and thus
traffic management.

Smart Mobility

Air quality, and in particular its dynamic maintenance, may
have consequences for traffic management in the future.
For example, we might consider adjusting maximum speeds
on the basis of currently measured air quality. A changing
climate with more extreme weather may also cause more
disruptions.

Social trends and road traffic
Vision TM 2030 calls on Rijkswaterstaat to take system
responsibility for road traffic management. New developments
make it possible to address this and respond to the trends
mentioned. The most important new developments are:
• producing and sharing data;
• the change in assets on and around the road (including
the car itself );
• the (ability to influence the) behaviour of the road user;

Smart Mobility, (combining) innovations to enable more
efficient and affordable organisation of mobility, is a key
theme here. Driven by the trends described below, Smart
Mobility is expected to significantly change the mobility
system and thus the contribution and interpretation of
traffic management.
Computerisation: producing and sharing data
(connectivity).
Increasing connectivity, the availability and simplified
collection of data have changed our society in recent years.
Information through mobile phones offers travellers a
platform to make smart choices in how they travel through
the chain, using one or more traditional and new forms of
transport. With the first generation of connected cars, data
will become available that will significantly boost road
safety, especially if vehicles share this data with other
vehicles and road operators. Road traffic will benefit if, in
cooperation with the private sector, a comprehensive and
finely meshed, current and shared picture of the traffic
situation emerges.
In the coming years, connectivity will have great value
and influence on traffic management.

Causes of congestion in 2016

Hoge intensiteit
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Ongeval
Incident
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Automation: the vehicle takes the wheel.
All the manufacturers, including the software giants, are
working on automating driving tasks. This leads to
innovations such as the autopilot, truck platooning and
self-driving people movers. If we assume a positive scenario
in which the number of self-driving cars (level 4) increases
from 2020, around 30 to 50 percent of the fleet will be
self-driving by 2040, provided that the government does not
impose more limiting regulations. This means that
innovations based on in-car systems may have a long
growth period. We can expect to have a ‘mixed fleet’, until
at least 2050.
Within the scope of this roadmap, we will see self-
driving vehicles on the motorways, although in limited
numbers. This will result in a ‘mixed fleet’. The inter
action between human-controlled vehicles and selfcontrolled ones is still unknown. Rijkswaterstaat regards
it as its task to ensure safety during this transition.
Sharing: mobility as a service.
In recent years, the sharing economy (supported by ICT
platforms) has shown that a sector can be totally trans
formed within a very few years. The number of people
sharing their cars through an ICT platform continues to
rise, although overall numbers are still small. All major
manufacturers have now introduced car-sharing or
ride-sharing concepts to the market. Such services fit in
well with the development of mobility as a service rather
than possession, or instead of using public transport.
Sustainable mobility: the transition to zero emissions.
The transition to sustainable mobility began years ago.
In the 2013 SER energy agreement, the parties agreed that
from 2035 all newly sold passenger cars will be able to
drive free of CO₂ emissions. The aim is to achieve zero
emissions from all passenger cars by 2050. In the future,
mobility is also expected to play a role in the use, storage
and transfer of the centrally generated clean energy. Both
battery capacity and the efficiency of solar cells have
grown exponentially in recent years, with future expec
tations high too. The transitions to smart and green
mobility can reinforce each other if the features of electric
vehicles improve, for example if their range increases.
The trends mentioned above are already exercising an
intrinsic influence. But above all, the convergence of these
developments and their interaction lead to better and
faster effects. The composition of traffic will change over
the coming years. Systems for driving task support and
safety are increasingly being built into new vehicles by
default. After years of development, vehicle and infra
structure connectivity (C-ITS) is now almost ready for
roll-out. These systems update and warn drivers better,
thus boosting safety and traffic flow. New vehicles are
12 | Rijkswaterstaat

increasingly connected, mainly with a 4G connection.
We expect ITS G5 to be available in passenger cars from
2019, making it possible to communicate directly with
roadside systems. For a limited number of applications
– especially warnings – communication with roadside
systems offers added value. This communication gene
rates more and better information for road users, who can
use it to adapt their road behaviour in good time. If smart
vehicles, smart infrastructure and smart traffic mana
gement deliver on the promises of optimisation, we can
handle more traffic with less loss in travel time. This
development is of great value to traffic management.

The road user and road traffic
Travel time with certainty
The Netherlands is a small densely populated country.
Travel time is a compromise between safety and traffic
flow on the one hand, and quality of life and sustain
ability on the other. Road users accept traffic on the road
to a certain extent. Depending on the frequency and time
of use and their social orientation, road users need a
degree of certainty on travel time. Unexpected delays not
only lead to longer journey times, but also to unwanted
consequences after the journey time.

The driving task
Accidents lead to unplanned delays. The number of
accidents has almost doubled since 2014. Some of these
accidents are caused by distractions arising from mobile
phone use in the car, which is now a major risk to road
safety. In the coming years, it will be important to make
mobile phone use as safe as possible for applications that
add value on the road. New vehicle systems also require
familiarisation and training. Road users generally make
little use of travel and route information and follow up
on directions even less. This may change as a result of
active promotion or increasing congestion.

Vehicle occupancy
Many motorists are the sole occupants of their vehicles
during peak times. The rest of the time, their cars are usually
stationary. The emergence of MaaS (Mobility as a Service)
applications can increase the average occupancy rate of
vehicles and thus promote their efficient use. This can
already have a noticeable effect on the road if even just a
small group uses them.
The road operator has little influence on road behaviour, travel choices and new services. However, improved road behaviour definitely has a positive influence
on safety and traffic flow. We expect the occupancy
rate and use of vehicles to change substantially in the
coming years.

The road operator and road traffic
The (core) tasks of the road operator are to ensure the safe
use of the road infrastructure and the smooth flow of traffic,
within the limits of the quality of life. At present, the road
operator is mainly responsible, competent and often
decisive when it comes to the following matters:
• imposing rules and prohibitions for safety, quality of life
and traffic flow (such as maximum speed, opening and
closing lanes, overtaking bans);
• warning in the event of dangerous and unusual
situations (bad weather, tight bends, bad road surface) or
intervention to guarantee safety (traffic jam protection,
diversions in the event of emergencies);
• informing and advising road users about road works and
alternative routes (pre- and on-trip) to guarantee traffic
flow, also at events.

The social urgency, social trends, road users and the
changing role of the road operator call for improvement
and renewal of traffic management in a broad sense. We will
discuss this in further detail in the following sections.

The Road Traffic Act and the Road Act form the legal basis
for these tasks. Responsibility for the public task of the
road operator is not transferable. However, powers are
transferrable, under certain conditions. This happens in
the case of road works, for example. It is important that
the government sets boundaries, requirements and
monitors risks.
In the coming years, we will see the road operator increa
singly becoming part of a network and forming alliances with
other parties to shape traffic management. The private sector
will also contribute to this network and take over some traffic
management tasks, for example informing and advising road
users. Possibly in return for payment or reciprocal services,
these parties will also provide data to the government, which
will then use this data for traffic management.
In recent years the relationship between the private sector
and road users has developed without the government
being involved. The most recent development has been the
growing contribution of road users themselves to traffic
management. For example, they provide relevant data by
signalling accidents, while the car produces data on road
conditions (slipperiness, fog, road rutting). This data can be
used to take more targeted traffic measures. Instead of a free
linear line between government, market and road user, this
creates a circle (network) in which the various stakeholders
can influence traffic in the broad sense.
In the coming years, the government and road operators
together will increasingly be held accountable for the
successful management of this total circle, the setting of
boundaries and conditions, and the management of risks.
The government and road operators will also remain
responsible for the actual implementation of a number of
core tasks.
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2 Guiding framework
and objectives

New technological developments, such as the availability of
new data and Artificial Intelligence (AI), enable us to form a
better picture of traffic. These technologies also make it
possible to embark on more proactive traffic management:
preventing traffic jams instead of responding to them.

• take this responsibility into account;
• are able to link the short term objectives to the long term
ambitions;
• ensure that all units within Rijkswaterstaat act according
to the same strategy, as described in this roadmap.

Process automation allows more efficient use of existing
assets and manpower. To achieve the intended objectives,
cooperation with partners in the traffic management chain
must be intensified. These partners are other road operators,
such as network-wide coordinated traffic management, and
the private sector including car manufacturers (who enable
the delivery of data from cars) and service providers (e.g.
suppliers of navigation equipment).

The infrastructure must obviously also keep pace with this
development. That pace is still unclear. However, it is obvious
that this will require an investment that will only pay for
itself later, in the form of improved safety and traffic flow.

70

I-strategy
Information Provision (IP) plays a decisive role in the
transition to a Smart Mobility future. The guiding statements
from the I-strategy serve as a guideline when formulating
innovations with an IP component. This concerns state
ments about targeted innovation, striving for a stable
IV-infrastructure, modular construction, and adding
concrete value to IP. Traffic management is becoming
increasingly technology-intensive, requiring IP solutions
that evolve from ‘simply’ automating actions to adding value
by increasingly taking over functions from people.

Rijkswaterstaat objectives
70

Vision Traffic Management 2030
For this Traffic Management Roadmap, the following
notions – with a maximum duration of five years – from
Vision Traffic Management 2030 are important:
• Start by achieving the long term ambitions in the areas of
safety, traffic flow and quality of life.
• Take system responsibility for traffic.

14 | Rijkswaterstaat

In the long term, the road operator’s focus will increasingly
be at network level. Over the next five years however, road
operator control at vehicle and road section levels will
remain an issue. During this period, there will still not be
enough vehicles connected or cooperative with the roadside
and other vehicles.

62

There will be a slow transition with the car increasingly
appearing as a link in the traffic management chain. At the
same time, there will be the obvious tension between the
requirement to keep the traffic flow safe today and
tomorrow, and the innovation needed to make this switch.

Smart Mobility Position Paper
Governance
Policy
Network
‘Shifting the flow’
Road section
‘Optimising the flow’
Vehicle
‘Keeping the flow going’
Infrastructure & Data

User

Rijkswaterstaat’s success as an operational executive
organisation is largely determined by the extent to which it
addresses present issues and achieves the annual objectives,
whilst preparing for a changing future environment. This
roadmap describes the optimum between improvements
in the existing network services (operational work proces
ses) and the necessary innovations to be initiated for the
next five years.

• Take into account a ‘mixed fleet’ for the next five years.
The growth in cars with new connected technology, the
cooperative possibilities and driving task support are still
limited in this period.

Road authority

In the first chapter, we established the (core) task of the
road operators: to ensure safe use of the road infrastructure
and a smooth flow within the limits of the quality of life.
This task is defined and limited by policy. We want to
perform this task as efficiently as possible by focusing it on:
• maximising the effect on safety, flow and quality of life
now and in the future;
• adding value to the cooperation with relevant network
partners;
• an efficient utilisation of people and resources.

Rijkswaterstaat is responsible for the safety and flow of road
traffic and the living environment. In the short term, this
roadmap therefore focuses primarily on:

We have already established that Smart Mobility trends
enable Rijkswaterstaat to fulfil its system responsibility
better. The added value of Smart Mobility for road traffic
management has been established in 25 core positions.
These core positions can be summarised as follows: from
the public interest’s perspective, we work alongside other
road operators. Here we place the emphasis on safety.
Within the alliances we form, our fellow road managers
and regional partnerships occupy a special place.
Rijkswaterstaat is an executive organisation that enables
safe and smooth traffic on the main road network 24/7,
whilst not losing sight of the living environment. We can
only implement innovations successfully within the
system if we:

Figure: On the road with the Rijkswaterstaat I-Strategy.
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• the efficient management of traffic flow;
• handling the growing number of incidents and their
handling time;
• limiting the pressure on traffic jams.

The diagram on the right shows how the network services
relate to each other. Object Control, Incident Management,
Road Works, De-icing and Enforcement are aimed at
maintaining the safety and availability of the road infra
structure, whilst preventing and resolving network
disruptions, such as incidents, road works and weather
conditions.

Road Works

De-icing

Incident Management

In the traffic management process, Rijkswaterstaat provides
the following network services to road users and the
environment:
• Object Control: controlling objects such as tunnels and
running lanes;
• Incident Management: dealing with incidents on the road
as quickly as possible;
• Road Works: facilitating road works, such as the release
of lanes;
• De-icing: optimal preventive and otherwise curative
control of slipperiness on the road caused by ice and
snow;
• Enforcement: enforcement in the case of ‘hard shoulder
parking’ and ‘closed lane violations’;
• Network Optimisation: optimally distributing traffic
across the road network;
• Travel and Route Information: provide information –
such as open data – as travel and route information for
the road user, such as the residual duration of incidents.

Enforcement

The Road Traffic Management service model
as a starting point

Network Optimisation

Object Control

Furthermore, with its targeted choices, the roadmap
reflects developments which also ensure that we can fulfil
our responsibility in the long term, as efficiently as
possible, at the highest possible quality level. This also
involves the quality of life aspect. However, our choices
depend on the relevant policy agreements.

Travel & Route Information

Logistics and mobility management
Besides the network services described above, the themes of
logistics and mobility management are becoming increa
singly important for traffic management. These two themes
are aimed at reducing the traffic supply at the front end or
matching it to the available road capacity. By optimising the
use of loading capacity, for example, or the multimodal
optimisation of logistics chains, the pressure on the
overcrowded road network is reduced. Mobility management
targets the same goal when it comes to passenger transport.
Influencing behaviour through logistics and mobility
management does not constitute a separate network service.
However, it is good to distinguish the specific target groups
(such as freight traffic) or travel options (such as multi
modal). These forms of differentiation within traffic
management are expected to increase further due to the
wider supply of data and the ability to influence traffic more
specifically and thus more effectively with this data.

Network Optimisation involves the coordination of these
services. Based on a view of the current or predicted
situation, this service decides whether, and if so, which
interventions from which network services are needed to
maintain availability. Travel and Route Information
communicates with road users, other road operators and
service providers. In this sense, Travel and Route
Information is the header on the other network services.

16 | Rijkswaterstaat
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3 Innovation of
the current
service model

Renewal
(to be achieved with extra resources)

ocu

sed

Improvement
(to be achieved within existing resources)
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The measures needed to improve and renew network
services and traffic management can always be tested
against three aspects:
• Measures are needed to deliver a higher quality product
or service to contribute more to safety and traffic flow.
• Measures are needed to make the operation work more
efficiently, so that people and resources contribute more
to Rijkswaterstaat’s goals. For example, the operation of
tunnels and running lanes requires a high peak effort.
This offers the necessary opportunities for improvement.

Hi

gher qualit

tio

Improvements are required to allow the current network
services to generate more output. Innovation is also
necessary to ensure that traffic management meets the
(new) needs. This can be done, among other things,
by using new technology. ‘Improvement’ can usually be
achieved within existing possibilities. Generally, ‘inno
vation’ requires extra resources.

• Measures are needed to further develop cooperation. This
is necessary because traffic management is increasingly a
combination of a growing number of players. Travel and
route information, for example, has many providers.

ra

This chapter describes the desired improvements and
innovations in the current model of network services.
Developments in traffic and technology, and their impact
on the quality of life, require a reorientation of current
traffic management to enable us to organise this efficiently,
now and in the future.

bo

Development of the network services

t
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c
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3.1		 Object Control
Object Control requires the greatest operational deploy
ment from traffic centres. The service monitors and
operates 24 tunnels and 344 km of dynamic lanes for the
regions. Tunnel operation is combined with other tasks
such as incident management. Object Control is a core task
that Rijkswaterstaat performs itself. Efficient, reliable
operation requires a lot of input particularly from the
regional services, infrastructure construction & maintenan
ce services, the IT-service and the road & water traffic
management service.
In a certain sense, the effect of object control is indirect:
without it, the relevant links in the road network would not
be available and it would therefore not be possible to
influence traffic on-site to improve traffic flow, safety and
quality of life.
Tunnel operations are characterised by a high volume of
conventional technology combined with manual operati
ons for monitoring and control. This is a direct consequen
ce of the applicable frameworks (Operating Rules and the
Tunnel Act). The operation and monitoring of tunnels is a
routine task. Though operations are mainly manual, the
actual workload is low. Human interaction in tunnel
operation and monitoring should only be required in
exceptional cases, in the event of an accident for example.
Furthermore, part of the work of traffic managers also

involves dealing with false positives in alarms. These false
positives result from high safety requirements combined
with a coventional technical infrastructure in tunnels.
Traffic control centre tasks in %
12%
4%

15%

1%

17%

28%

21%

2%

Dynamic lane operation

Traffic management

Tunnel operation

Road Works

Reversible lane operation

Malfunctions
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Figure 1: Workload in traffic centres
Source: SWECO
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Outside urban areas, road inspectors have to cover longer
distances to reach incidents. Here shortening response and
handling times is a greater challenge. Traffic managers
often assess these situations on the basis of incomplete
information, without camera images or loop (MTM) data.
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Incidents are often concentrated around certain locations,
as illustrated here for the Randstad conurbation. As the
volume of traffic increases, both the number and impact of
incidents increase. In urban areas, the challenge is mainly
to shorten the handling time and prevent congestion.
Optical and audible signals enable road inspectors (WIS) to
reach to an incident quickly.
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Incident management has a direct effect on traffic flow and
road safety. In the current situation, 180,000 incidents on
the road cause around 26 percent of vehicle loss hours every
year. Smoother incident handling immediately has a
positive effect on safety and traffic flow and leads to fewer
vehicle loss hours.
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Within the Incident Management network service,
Rijkswaterstaat works in close cooperation with other road
operators, emergency services, salvage companies,
providers, and insurers. Incident management methods are
highly standardised and professionalised throughout the
entire field.
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• Reduce the workload of the object control of traffic
control centres by 25 percent in favour of incident
management.
• Optimise the transformation from capacity to
productivity (throughput and safety).
• Use systems for routine, repetitive tasks.
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3.2		 Incident Management
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Handling height reports by trucks at tunnels usually creates
congestion and delays for road users. With good Smart
Mobility applications and by diverting oversized trucks, we
can handle these reports with less inconvenience to traffic.
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More and far-reaching effects can be expected if we apply
automation and standardisation (e.g. through the intro
duction of CHARM tunnels), and if smart cameras perform
routine operations. Smart techniques can also help raise
running lanes to a higher level of automation. Consider
smart cameras, which independently determine whether a
running lane must or can be opened or closed. Using
running lanes, we can also move towards the concept of
having all lanes open. The running lane is always open,
unless it has to be closed because an incident has occurred.
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The Object Control service is routine in nature, has a high
capacity requirement, an imbalance between workload and
required occupancy, peak load during peak times and tight
(legal) frameworks. Both the efficiency of the object control
and the quality of work can be significantly improved. The
focus for the development of object control is therefore
mainly on efficiency. Once efficiency improves, the quality
of work, traffic safety, quality of life and through-flow will
also increase. The high number of employees required by
law for tunnel operation contrasts with the low workload.
We can remedy this to a certain extent by combining several
desks into one XXL-desk during ‘quiet moments’.
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3.1.1 Object Control development
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The number of dynamic lanes will remain virtually the same
in the coming years. However, the number of tunnels to be
served in the Rijkswaterstaat area is growing. At the same
time, more road operators ask Rijkswaterstaat’s to operate
tunnels for them due to increasing complexity in techno
logy, regulations and safety measures.
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In the current inspection process, Rijkswaterstaat examines
each of the 40 subsections individually before deciding
whether to open or close the running lanes. This procedure
is very time consuming, making it practically impossible to
meet the agreed standards in such situations.
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Like tunnel operation, the operation of rush hour and extra
lanes is labor intensive and not automated, although the
level of equipment is less diverse than in tunnels. Often it is
necessary to open the running lanes at the same time every
day – in the run-up to rush hours.
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3.2.1		 Incident Management development
An increasing number of incidents, combined with the
increasing impact of these incidents, require more
commitment to prevention (such as preventing burst tyres
on trucks), more service provision (more road inspectors
and faster salvage), and a different type of higher quality
service (predictive models and additional data sources).

Objective
• Reduce incident handling time by 25 percent.
• Rijkswaterstaat handles all incidents on the main
road network.
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A2

Eijsden

The standards for assessing road works require a ‘different’
approach. This approach overcomes the risks of conflicting
interpretation by planning measures based on reliable,
consistent data. The assessment process must also draw
information from the same source which forms the basis for
the planning. Partners then need an information flow that
is tailored to their processes.
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Road Works uses different systems involving manual input,
inconsistent standards, insufficiently accurate data. The
network service should therefore focus on the development
of a higher quality product, with sufficient customisation to
provide optimum support to chain partners.
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3.3.1 Road Works development
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Road safety also remains a challenge, with accidents still
occurring during road works. For example, some extra
wide or extra heavy transports still take place which are not
permitted and result in hazardous situations for workers
on site.
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Mo

The systematic preparation at Road Works to prevent
disruption is performed at an high level and with high
density compared to less densely populated countries.
In the execution phase (during road works), employees
involved in road works manage a diversity of data streams.
They then have to manually re-enter certain data, increasing
the risk of inconsistencies between the road works
coordinators and the those that are working on location on
the road itself. This makes Rijkswaterstaat a less reliable
partner for contractors and other road operators.

The advice is to develop Road Works into a service with a
coherent approach for less disruption. In cooperation with
other road operators, this service will analyse the bottle
necks in an area-specific manner and devise solutions from
a wide range of perspectives. Smart Mobility tools take the
existing working method to a new level.
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Prior to road works, the traffic desks in the Rijkswaterstaat
regions coordinate and test planned road works and traffic
measures (such as road closures). Working alongside other
road operators, traffic engineers at RWS also spend around
50 percent of their time planning diversion routes and
phases and coordinating the national optimized flow
approach. Furthermore, traffic managers spend 25 percent
of their time placing traffic measures, such as lane closures
and local speed limits. This work mainly takes place in the
evenings. On a daily basis, this means a deployment of
1 percent of the available manpower of 185 FTEs. Between
incidents, road inspectors test all traffic measures and, if
necessary, make immediate adjustments.

To improve safety around road works themselves, digital
visibility of the measures is required. Data updates are
particularly important, both in the planning and in the
physical execution on the road. This includes the regi
stration and deregistration of road works.

ra

The Road Works network service – which is an extension of
the construction and maintenanceprocess – performs
numerous activities, both in the preparation and planning
phase and during the actual work on the road. Various
divisions of Rijkswaterstaat work on this every day. Just like
Incident Management, Road Works has a direct effect on
traffic flow and safety.
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3.3		 Road Works
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Objective
• Provide reliable and up-to-date planning and
execution data so that Rijkswaterstaat is a 100%
reliable partner in the chain of reliable travel times.
• Better travel experience for road users.
• Offer a wide range of alternatives, reducing
inconvenience to road users.

3.4			De-icing
The De-icing network service is operational in the cold phase, from
1 October to 1 May. De-icing has a direct effect on flow and safety in
the event of snowfall or black ice.
Via intensive cooperation between traffic management and
procurement, Rijkswaterstaat is responsible for sourcing salt for all
the roads in the Netherlands. We carry out de-icing on our own
network, for the Port of Rotterdam Authority and other road
operators. In addition, Rijkswaterstaat works with the provinces of
Zeeland, Noord-Brabant, Utrecht, Overijssel, Gelderland, NoordHolland, Zuid-Holland and Limburg and with various municipalities
to combat black ice on the roads. De-icing is preventive wherever
possible, unless weather conditions (e.g. heavy snowfall) only allow

for a curative approach. The decision to grit the roads is currently
taken by people, supported by an advanced but conventional black
ice detection system, consisting of 300 fixed sensors at the coldest
locations. The De-icing Coordinator combines this data manually
with that from other sources, such as measuring stations, weather
forecasts, available spreading equipment, camera view and current
positions of road inspectors.
De-icing uses different types of gritting equipment. The environ
ment – new types of asphalt and changing, more extreme weather
conditions – demands continuous innovations in scattering
equipment.
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3.5		 Enforcement
The Enforcement network service has a direct effect on
safety and traffic flow. Enforcement is at the start of its
development. A maximum of 50 road inspectors have
currently been assigned as authorized investigating officer.
They can draw up official reports against road users who
commit two common offences: violating lane closures and
parking illegally on the hard shoulder. This rollout of the
road inspector as authorized investigating officer will be
evaluated in 2018 and reveal whether further rollout is
desirable.

New techniques make the use of
de-icing more effective.

3.5.1		 Enforcement development
3.4.1		 De-icing development
By applying new techniques and better cooperation with
road operators, the De-icing network service has steadily
become more professional over the years. This cooperation
has increased cost efficiency, whilst new techniques
improve the effectiveness of de-icing. Examples of such
techniques are predictive models and external data sources
such as probe vehicle data.

Hig

Enforcement is already being developed as a network
service. Before further steps are taken, the pilot projects
and actions must be evaluated. For an optimal enforcement
service, it is obviously important that Enforcement works
together with the police. Rijkswaterstaat can add value by
focusing its activities on those offences and areas where this
has the greatest effect on safety and traffic flow – the
ultimate responsibilities of Rijkswaterstaat. In consultation
with the police and the Public Prosecution Service,
Rijkswaterstaat is drawing up a coordinated enforcement
strategy for this purpose.
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Objective
• In 2027, Rijkswaterstaat will be the de-icing
controller for national roads, provincial roads and
major urban and suburban roads.
• Rijkswaterstaat applies new technologies and will
continue to be the most efficient and effective
de-icing controller.

24 | Rijkswaterstaat

Objective
• Fewer traffic violations at the most crucial locations
in the network.
• Targeted and coordinated enforcement action by
Rijkswaterstaat and the police.
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To achieve optimal use of the road network, Network
Optimisation increasingly requires higher quality tech
niques and new data. Quality of life objectives are playing a
more important role in this. At the same time, optimal
utilisation is only feasible if Network Optimisation covers
the entire road network and thus cooperates intensively
with other road operators.

Direction national roads network
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3.6.1		 Network Optimisation development
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The network service has a direct effect on traffic flow.
Network optimisation is also playing a greater role in
achieving objectives in terms of quality of life, particularly
in urban areas. Through proactive traffic management,
this service manages and prevents congestion.

Hig

Mo

Network optimisation involves intensive direct cooperation
with the 50 larger road operators and indirect cooperation
with the 400+ smaller road operators.
To this end, the service has created various links in recent
decades:
• hardware-based (digital connections between the traffic
centres and roadside systems of various road operators);
• software-based (a common operational picture for a
shared picture of the traffic situation in the region, and a
network management system for the coordinated
deployment of traffic measures by the various road
operators);
• organisational (exchange of knowledge and products,
use of common standards and implementation from the
regional desk with common staffing).
For the systems to function smoothly, good traffic
management, disruption management and technical
management are essential.

A higher quality service requires the implementation of
promising innovation modules (such as the germ detector)
and CHARM-PCP (prediction modules). It also requires
Network Optimisation to take control of the national and
regional road network and to facilitate road operators in
cooperation with Rijkswaterstaat. The cooperation required
for this can be achieved by continuing the national
regulatory approach. A second point is active participation
in partnerships focusing on data sharing and using multiple
types of data, as in the Socrates project.

ra

The key to optimally informed and guided
road users may lie in combining the interests
and objectives of all these parties in the chain.

Employees in the region – traffic engineers and traffic
managers – manage the network optimisation service via
Rijkswaterstaat. These employees in the region translate the
administrative agreements into tactical frameworks for
traffic management, often in the form of control strategies.
They then coordinate these strategies with the regional
partners. The traffic engineers at the traffic centres draw up
and manage packages of measures and control scenarios to
fulfil the control strategies for certain situations. They also
coordinate these control scenarios with the regional
partners. The current traffic managers spend around
16 percent of their time monitoring the situation on the
roads and initiating response plans. Implementation of
response plans involves using a mix of traffic measures
prescribed by the scenario. These include diversion routes,
posting messages on Dynamic Route Information Panels
(Route information panels), setting traffic lights and ramp
feeder systems and deploying traffic controllers.

Service providers and the automotive industry are important
partners in this playing field, because they provide road
users with pre-trip and on-trip information and advice, for
example through route navigation. The key to optimally
informed and guided road users may lie in combining the
interests and objectives of all these parties in the chain.
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3.6			Network Optimisation
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Objective
• Rijkswaterstaat makes Network Optimisation
future-proof by evolving from network manager to
enabler in network optimisation.
• Rijkswaterstaat guarantees the quality of its data so
that chain partners can use it to contribute to the
public objectives and interests that Rijkswaterstaat
stands for.
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Digital sight
(probe vehicle data WIS vehicles /
Simacan FCD / ECall)
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The focus of the development of this network service is on
cooperation with other road operators and service provi
ders. Road users have access to many channels giving them
travel and route information. To ensure that they always
receive up-to-date information, the external data flow must
be consistent, up-to-date, complete and reliable.

Road Works – Develop unambiguous
standards and frameworks

Smart
cameras

ci

3.7.1		 Travel and Route Information development
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Travel and Route Information influences the choices and
driving behaviour of road users and thus indirectly affects
traffic flow, safety and quality of life.

Make measures digitally visible
(CITS / Flister / Data Top 8 -> 20 / Talking Traffic / iWKS)

Predictive models
(WIS position / Accidents DataLab)
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European legislation and regulations (ITS Directive 2010/40/
EU, Action C) requires Rijkswaterstaat to relay these
safety-related messages to service providers. In turn, the
service providers ensure that the information reaches the
road user via radio, Internet, navigation systems, apps and
social media.

VC innovation module network
management (CHARM-PCP)

Cooperation
Police Enforcement

Mo

The information (data) that Rijkswaterstaat shares with
service providers via National Data Warehouse covers:
• current traffic information, such as the nature, cause and
residual duration of disruptions;
• data resulting from the work processes of the measures
mentioned, such as the status of traffic measures
implemented (local speed limits, lane closures, diversions
and green periods of traffic lights) and safety-related
messages (detected slipperiness, ghost drivers [wrong-way
drivers], traffic tailbacks, obstacles on the road).

Direction national
roads network

Improvement

Mo

In busy times, Rijkswaterstaat displays the current traffic
information itself (e.g. travel time delays, information on
incidents and events) on the Route information panelsfixed
route information panels and via mobile route information
panels and lane instructions (arrow/cross, speed limit) on
matrix signs above the roads. During less busy periods,
roadside systems show information about planned events
or road works. We devote a great deal of attention to
ensuring that messages are understandable to road users
and that they can read safely.

Renewal

Rijkswaterstaat has information that belongs on the
dashboard, such as the position of road inspectors’ vehicles,
CITS Road Works Warning, prohibitions and speeds.
Together with the market, we make investments to rank the
most relevant data in order of quality and get it to the road
user. The data itself must be of higher quality, but the chain
as a whole must also be in order, so that the data is offered
in the right place (for example on the dashboard of the car).

ra

The Travel and Route Information network service works
closely with the board’s staff, the employees of the national
TMC and regional units. This service distributes travel and
route information via its own information channels, such
as the roadside, website, the RWS app and Twitter messages,
and by sharing it with service providers via the National
Data Warehouse. This ensures that road users always have
access to up-to-date and reliable information.

The quality of the data flows that Rijkswaterstaat issues can
be improved in some respects. Data on road works, for
example, could be more consistent, up-to-date, complete
and reliable.

bo

3.7		 Travel and Route Information
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Objective
• Provide road users with reliable, consistent, complete
and up-to-date traffic information.
• Rijkswaterstaat provides reliable, up-to-date and
complete data 24/7, on the condition of the road
network and what the network services do to remedy
disruptions. This information enables Rijkswaterstaat
to predict the expected handling time and duration of
disruptions. This makes Rijkswaterstaat the natural
sender of traffic information for the main roads
network. Rijkswaterstaat can also choose to collect,
validate and distribute data from sources other than
its own, unless restrictions apply.

3.8			 All the network services
Each network service undertakes specific actions with which the
individual network service contributes to Rijkswaterstaat’s short and
long term objectives. In the short term, these are improvements,
and in the long term they are innovations. The figure above shows
the landscape, with actions and projects that mainly determine the
image. Blue indicates the activities that improve traffic manage
ment. Activities indicated in yellow are innovative in nature.
The categories improvement and renewal each have their own
impact on the organisation and services:
• Improvement concerns the further development of current
traffic management, and can be achieved largely with our own
resources.

• Innovation concerns mainly the future-proofing of traffic
management. This requires a significant change in network
services in their handling of data and automation, the focus on
road user behaviour and modern assets. It requires
Rijkswaterstaat to serve as a cooperation platform for the many
players within the ‘traffic management’ playing field.
Analysis of the network services and associated actions and projects
shows that there are four recurring themes in all the network
services: data, assets, behaviour and collaboration.
The following chapter elaborates on these themes.
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4 Improve
and renew

In Chapter 3 we discussed the improvements and innovations
per network service based on the three perspectives: higher
quality, more cooperation-based and more efficient.
Throughout all the network services, there are four over
arching themes that require improvement and innovation:
• data
• assets
• behaviour
• collaboration
As a relatively new subject, the topic of ‘behaviour’ requires
special attention. The ‘behaviour’ of people and systems is a
primary driver in traffic management.
Rijkswaterstaat’s board recently determined what
Smart Mobility should be about in terms of content,
based on the core positions and their further elabo
ration. The substantive themes are the connected driver,
automated vehicles and vessels, infrastructure,
managing demand for mobility and cooperation in the
region. This corresponds to the themes that link up with
the improvements in the current network services.
The themes are interdependent and must be addressed in a
cohesive manner. For example: far-reaching automation of
traffic management using Probe Vehicle Data – data
provided by vehicles – requires assets, such as roadside
stations that communicate with vehicles. People are also
needed who can work with this automation.
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In this chapter, we will elaborate further on the themes of
what all the network services need to implement the traffic
management vision. In the next chapter, we will translate
the ‘what’ is needed described in this chapter into specific,
mostly already existing projects. And for all these projects
and initiatives – there are 64 – we carefully consider, in
terms of feasibility, which projects and initiatives should
first be launched.

4.1		 Data
Traffic management has reached a point in development
where it is necessary for road operators, service providers
and road users etc. to cooperate across the networks to
improve the traffic flow. This cooperation creates an
overarching network of players as well as a network of data
sources and users. Mobile phones, vehicles, providers and
traffic centres form that growing data network with the
National Data Warehouse as the hub.
Users look at the highest achievable goal when it comes to
their own interests and needs. To this end, they increasingly
use more data in combination with automation.
Rijkswaterstaat is a special user in this field because it
pursues public interests. To continue to serve that public
interest, it is important to be connected with users on the
road and this requires:

1. Digital sight: As part of the network of players, it is
important to see what’s happening on the network.
This requires external data from the previously mentioned
mobile phones, vehicles, providers, etc. At present,
Rijkswaterstaat mainly carries out tests at CHARM-PCP,
the Helmond Innovation Centre and DataLab Delft. It is
now necessary to move on to implementation to ensure
that we can really do something with the external data.
For example, we need to ensure that the Incident
Management network service has insight into incidents
outside the areas where Rijkswaterstaat has detection
loops. This makes it possible to act faster and reduces the
risk of a subsequent incident. All network services benefit
from network-wide digital sight.
2. Digital visibility: With regard to traffic-related measures,
Rijkswaterstaat is digitally visible by sharing agreed data
flows (Data Top 8) via the open data channel National Data
Warehouse. As road operator, Rijkswaterstaat has thus
delivered a leading international performance. Users on
the road network benefit from the open data that displays
the up-to-date status of the network and the expected
duration of that status. Logistics service providers, for
example, can route freight based on that data. What is
needed now is to manage this digital visibility and ensure
that it remains of appropriate quality and continuity so
customers of RWS data can work structurally with these
data streams.

3. Automation: Data streams are becoming larger and more
valuable and algorithms are becoming steadily smarter,
increasing the potential for the automated execution of
tasks. When it comes to merging and making data
streams usable and automating routine tasks,
Rijkswaterstaat is now working on ‘smart cameras’ for
running lanes and using data to position the road
inspectors in the best places. It is now important to focus
on the implementation of pilot projects and then
consider what’s needed for further improvement and –
especially when it comes to capacity-intensive object
operation – automation.

Machine
AI
Autonomous operation
Figuur: Levels in automation.

Hybride
Human-Machine interface
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Human decision

4. Connected: Under the influence of increasing coopera
tion in the traffic management field, a growing number
of systems are being connected, both inside and outside
Rijkswaterstaat. Roadside systems, vehicles, traffic
centres, providers and other road operators are moving
towards a network of communicating systems, systems
which not only exchange data, but which together can
also provide door-to-door traffic management. Datadriven traffic management and the changing composi
tion of vehicles ensure that connected vehicles also
require connected traffic control centres. The need to
connect Rijkswaterstaat systems to the outside world is at
odds with the necessary preconditions of security,
uniformity and efficiency in management.
If you wish to take full advantage of data and automation,
you must ensure that privacy and security are safeguarded.
The more data, the easier it will be to trace this data back to
people. Privacy and security are still often regarded as
‘difficult’ side issues in the use of data. This will change in
the future however, when privacy and security will need to
be inseparable and natural components of data develop
ment. There is therefore an urgent need for professionals
who can provide unequivocal advice.

4.2			Assets
In 2020, the large-scale launch of fully self-driving (autono
mous) cars on the motorway is expected: car manufacturers
like BMW, Ford, GM, Honda, Hyundai/Kia, Mercedes and
Nissan are currently working on self-driving cars. The
coalition agreement states the ambition to make the
infrastructure suitable for self-driving vehicles. It will
become more important than ever for Rijkswaterstaat and
its fellow road operators to become involved with the car
manufacturers, to follow the pace of developments and
their requirements and wishes for the public infrastructure.
These include lines, signs and data distribution, but also
monitoring how the traffic system will behave in the
transition period with mixed traffic, so that we can respond
to this in good time.
Autonomous vehicles and the systems that are required in
or along the road have consequences for the design,
construction and maintenance of infrastructure. This
concerns both the physical road infrastructure (design,
construction) and the digital components (e.g. replacement
and renovation of roadside stations and WiFi-P).
1. Assets are replaced: Route information panels and loops,
for example, are undergoing a transition. In the coming
years, the current physical form will change into a mix of
physical and external data. It is possible that in time they
will even be fully data-controlled with no direct physical
systems along or above the road. The speed of the
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transition depends on many factors that are beyond
Rijkswaterstaat’s control. The challenge here is to
manage the transition realistically and not be guided by
hypes. However, we must also be careful not to be
unnecessarily conservative. Because of the mixed fleet,
it is unlikely that physical infrastructure will be phased
out in the next five years.
2. Assets change roles: Cameras are extremely versatile
sensors. In combination with artificial intelligence, they
change from purely passive binoculars on the road into
active components and ultimately into ‘auxiliary traffic
managers’. DVM assets such as roadside stations are no
longer rigid single-purpose components, but can be
adapted flexibly to meet changing needs. This flexibility
only pays off later. We cannot focus solely on the changes
that can be achieved quickly and cheaply and where no
large-scale replacement is required. Given the uncertain
future, we need to look ahead and invest in flexibility.
An example of this flexibility is the replacement of
traditional roadside stations – which are at the end of
their life – by flexible roadside stations that respond to
current and future needs. In the transition from
influencing traffic via roadside systems to influencing via
systems in the car, Route information panels also play a
different role. Rijkswaterstaat will therefore no longer
install any additional Route information panels above or
along the road. We are investigating how we can
gradually switch to something else, for example by
opting for a contemporary and austere design in the case
of replacements (a routine information panel in the
verge instead of a route information panel that is right
across the carriageway).
3. Assets contribute to traffic management: Connected
assets provide information which facilitates safe and
smooth traffic flow. Connected bridge positions
(sensors) can improve traffic flows if they are connected
to the TM system.

4.3		 Behaviour
Even with more infrastructure, congestion will increases.
Nor is there any space to build more roads. And with
self-driving cars, people will actually spend more time on
the road. The solution may lie in influencing and changing
the behaviour of road users: travelling at different times, in
different ways than by car, and more shared cars can reduce
congestion on the roads. New systems can also support the
driving behaviour of the connected driver positively.
Behaviour is still a fairly unexplored area in traffic manage
ment. For example, many road users don’t yet act on travel
and route information as a matter of course. This behaviour
of acting on information is therefore a point of attention.
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Growing numbers of users vehicles and vessels are
connected: to mobile phones, to other vehicles and vessels
and to roadside and waterway systems. This development
has consequences for the behaviour of users, for the
handling of data, for processes in traffic centres and for
privacy and security issues. As such, we need to consider
which information Rijkswaterstaat wants to bring into the
car and how we can do this in a domain that is increasingly
public-private oriented.
Accidents lead to unplanned delays. The number of
(registered) accidents has doubled since 2014. Distraction
through mobile phone use in the car has been a major road
safety hazard for several years now. The challenge for the
coming years is to produce mobile phone applications that
add value on the road rather than harming road safety. The
arrival of the new vehicle systems also requires familiarisa
tion and training. In general, road users tend not to make
much use of or act on travel and route information.
However, this might change if it was actively promoted or if
there was increasing congestion.
In recent years, the sharing economy (supported by online
platforms) has shown that a sector can change completely
within a few years. Take providers like Uber and Airbnb, for
example. The number of people sharing their cars via an
online platform continues to rise, even if the overall
numbers are still small. All major manufacturers have now
introduced car-sharing or ride-sharing concepts to the
market. This fits in well with the development of mobility
as a service rather than possession, or instead of public
transport. The rise of MaaS applications (Mobility as a
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Service) has enabled more passengers to travel in one car.
This can already have a noticeable effect on the road if even
just a small group uses them.
The road operator alone cannot influence road
behaviour, travel choices and new services. Improved
road behaviour in terms of well informed decisionmaking is good for safety and traffic flows. The
occupancy rate and use of vehicles are expected to
change dramatically in the coming years.

4.4		Cooperation
Ensuring that people can travel safely from A to B
increasingly requires improvement and renewal, not only
of the main road network but also of the national road
network. Rijkswaterstaat is a discussion partner in the
area-based initiatives. With the investments resulting
from the coalition agreement, this will lead to new
measures (partly Smart Mobility-related). Rijkswaterstaat
will have to make clear what we can do in this area.
In terms of Smart Mobility, we will have to weigh
regional customisation against national standardisation
and uniformity. There will also be more players providing
functional services on the national road network, such as
car manufacturers, providers, salvage operators and lease
companies. If possible, the role of the players will also
change, such as a changing strategy of the National
Police Unit.

For cooperation as a theme, there are the following tracks:
1. Footprint traffic management: Traffic management
increasingly connects networks and thus moves towards
‘from door to door’. Manual intervention in traffic
management is increasingly impossible. This is because
we use a larger network (cross-network) and a more
complex network (variety of areas).
2. Changing playing field: The biggest change is that the
government is playing less of a determining role in
several areas of traffic management. The government is
increasingly part of a network, forming alliances with
other parties to shape traffic management. The private
sector contributes to the network and takes over some
traffic management, for example informing and advising
road users. They also make data available to the govern
ment, which then uses this data to manage traffic. In
recent years, the relationship between the private sector
and road users has become increasingly important,
without the government being involved in this. The most
recent development is that road users themselves are
contributing increasingly to road traffic management.
For example, they provide relevant data by signalling
accidents, while the car produces data that helps traffic
management. Instead of a free linear line between
government, market and road user, we now have a circle
in which the various stakeholders play a role in impro
ving traffic management in the broad sense.
3. Rijkswaterstaat as facilitator: Over the coming years,
the government and road operators together will be held
increasingly accountable for the successful management
of this total circle, the setting of boundaries and
conditions, and the management of risks. Road operators

will increasingly have to act as one player, and there must
be tight control. Rijkswaterstaat as the only national road
operator is expected to take the lead in this.

4.5			Summary
In Chapter 3 we presented numerous improvements and
innovations within the network services. The nature, extent
and scope of these improvements and innovations vary.
In Chapter 4, simple improvements and innovations are
grouped into common themes that run through all
network services.
In the next chapter, we will present the activities planned
for the coming years, based on an assessment framework.
The activities vary from exploring and standardising to
producing. Within this framework we have formulated an
initial release to arrive at a logical, feasible set of actions
showing concrete and visible steps towards a Smart
Mobility future.
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5 Actions

Assets

Data

Behaviour

Collaboration
TM in logistics

Explore

Socrates
TM in
Mobility management

Tunnel operation application
Focus on sustainability

Test agenda innovation centre

Innovate

Probe Vehicle Data
Test strategy

FCD

iWKS

E-call

Develop – Test

Incident prediction

Total package of measures 2018 – 2023

Number of measures per category ‘impact’.
3
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Optimise regulatory
systems

Smart cameras

PPA implementation

XXL tunnel desk

Traffic Information Desk

CHARM ATMS

35

National regulatory
approach

Data-driven
de-icing

5

21

Strengthen LVMB

Produce

The measures cover a wide range from 35 minor actions,
such as an application test, up to three large projects such
as iWKS, CHARM and Uniform Tunnels Control Application.
The result of the total package of measures will lead to
implementations that are visible to various parties over the
next five years. Visible to road users: such as digitally
available traffic information and traffic measures that
appear on the dashboard or mobile phone. Visible to

WIS notification automation

Implement

When drawing up the roadmap, we identified 64 actions
and projects within these themes for the development of
traffic management over the next five years. Some of these
are measures arising from the regular programming
processes, Smart Mobility Position Paper (appendix C) and
Traffic Congestion Approach 2018-2021 (Appendix B). These
measures are shown in the Figure on page 37. We explain
them in more detail in Appendix A.

Workplace UWW/ORB
Residual duration forecast

Pilot

partners: we are working increasingly with the private
sector and with public authorities, so that together we can
serve the main road network, the urban and provincial
road network. Visible to RWS: because RWS is agreeing on
and concretely implementing a path from the current
traffic management to traffic management in a Smart
Mobility future in 2030. And traffic management that takes
concrete steps to realise its ambitions.

Standardise

In Chapter 3 we outlined the required improvements and
innovations and established objectives for each network
service based on guiding documents. In Chapter 4, we
translated the threads running through the many indivi
dual improvements and innovations into four themes:
Data, Behaviour, Assets and Cooperation. In this chapter,
we provide an overview of activities for the next five years,
with advice on which coherent package of measures we
can best focus on in 2018 and 2019.

WIS positioning

Digital colleague
enforcement

Flister

Small

Large

Improvement

Medium

Extra large

Renewal

Figure: Initial release
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Flow
Traffic
safety

Development
of network
services

Logical
portfolio
in time

Sustainable
mobility

Assessment
framework

Balance in
innovation,
standardisation,
production

Efficiency

Feasible in
time, money
and capacity

Which measures do we tackle first?
There are many measures and the approach determines how
we can deliver visible results. If we work on everything at
once we will do a lot, but the results will come later than if
we implement measures in smaller batches.
To divide measures into smaller releases, we have drawn up
an assessment framework. The framework shows which
measures we will work on first, based on their contribution
to the objectives of RWS.
This consideration and prioritisation has produced a first
release. This first release means that we are now moving
forward with what we currently know. We look cyclically at
what the next step should be and adjust accordingly. This
release involves tackling 30 no-regret-measures with which
we can best achieve the goals of RWS. In doing so, we are
striving continuously for a balance between improvement
and renewal. Once we have completed the measures, we
will add the remaining measures to the package in the
coming years.
The result of the first release is a visible first step towards
the Smart Mobility future in 2019. The result consists of:
1. several products, such as the Traffic Information Desk and
the application of artificial intelligence for incident
forecasting;
2. several board decisions on subjects that will have a major
impact, such as iWKS;
3. several tests and pilot projects to make the future of
traffic management and RWS more certain, such as
Talking Traffic.
The core team and specialists advise starting the first release
and implementing the other measures in the coming years
as soon as there is room to do so, once measures have been
completed through annual adjustments to the roadmap.
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The advice is also to involve the board in the decisionmaking process in the phase transitions from Innovation to
Uniformity to Production. This can be done by including
these decisions in the platform planning.

5.1		 Result first release
After the first release, we will take the first steps towards
several ‘major’ changes that will contribute to achieving the
goals for each network service. And achieving the specific
goals for each network service all contributes to achieving
the RWS goals.
Projects like road inspector positioning and road inspector
notification automation also contribute to the development
of a higher quality Incident Management network service
and shorter handling times. As a result, these projects
immediately boost security and throughput. Digital
visibility through ECall, Floating Car Data and Probe Vehicle
Data provides a greater overall view of the situation on the
network. Thanks to these applications, a network will no
longer be unavailable for an unknown reason or display
divergent behaviour. This improves security and traffic flow.
With projects such as data-driven de-icing – less impact on
the environment through more targeted gritting – and
CHARM PCP – not only focusing on congestion, but also on
sustainability – we are working towards achieving the
sustainability objectives.
Governments and the private sector are working together
more, with data exchange increasingly becoming informa
tion exchange. The Socrates project stimulates this
development. Public and private parties tell us what they
consider important, rather than just using each other’s
data. This makes a strategic contribution to the flow,
security and sustainability of the entire network.

5.2		 Summary
A broad representation within RWS and the policy directo
rate has defined an initial step towards a Smart Mobility
future. It has done this using a wide range of measures per
network service. If we add all these measures together, we
see four common threads that we can cast into thematic
development tracks. Along these development tracks, RWS
can grow towards a Smart Mobility future. Using an
assessment framework, we have translated the actions with
the highest urgency and priority into a feasible and logical
option for 2018 and 2019. This will enable us to initiate
concrete and visible developments.
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6 Consequences
for the internal
organisation

We face the challenge of improving traffic management and
making it future-proof, explained on the basis of the
themes of Data, Assets, Behaviour and Cooperation. Many
actions are planned for the next five years, so some of them
will need to be given priority. Using an assessment
framework – urgency, importance, feasibility and capacity
utilisation that transcends the service – we have created a
prioritisation in time. This is how we came up with a first
release for the 2019 management contract.
In the next five years, we will concentrate on connecting
and focusing on the many actions that already exist. This
roadmap will therefore lead to:
• a feasible package by prioritising over time with an initial
release and a total package as the end result of a subse
quent release;
• a cohesive package that will produce the best results on
the road soon and in the more distant future. Here we
focus on the actual application of the actions;
• a visible package – consisting of a mix of research, pilot
projects and implementations – that produces visible
results.
In terms of content, we now know what to do and in what
order. The working method and control required for
implementation are an important success factor.
Rijkswaterstaat currently has rather a fragmented approach.
We tend to create many development actions, without
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prioritising them. Often this means that no concrete steps
are taken. It is good for RWS to be more flexible by adjusting
its priorities every so often. RWS can also become more
decisive by focusing more on implementation. This requires
cooperation between services, focus on prioritisation and
implementation.

Cohesive organisation
A cohesive package of measures also requires cohesive
implementation. It would therefore be beneficial if we could
continue the successful cooperation we have established
with all Rijkswaterstaat units together with the policy
directorate during the planning stage in the
implementation.
No new structures are needed to achieve good organisational
cohesion. The important thing is that we act as one
Rijkswaterstaat within the existing structures and bodies and
that we include the existing Rijkswaterstaat units and bodies
in a joint approach and implementation. The process owner
examines what works best in terms of monitoring, evalua
tion, steering and ensuring cooperation by the cross-
departmental teams. This is done in conjunction with the
programs Traffic Congestion Approach and Smart Mobility.

without evaluating and adjusting this cyclically. Our first
release enables us to start work in concrete terms and
emerge from our research status. And during that work, we
must continue to learn.
Here too, the existing organisational units/departments
already have this task, and it mainly concerns continuing to
connect and steer towards cohesive results. No new
structure is needed, but ‘different’ management is. The
proposal is to focus on the results of network services in the
business and in development, mainly on the themes (Data,
Behaviour, Cooperation, Assets).

Building on insights

Adapting to the roadmap

The process we have followed cannot remain a one-off’ it
requires structural assurance. The world is changing too fast
to determine a portfolio of measures for the next five years

The priorities that follow from the first release cannot replace
all current projects and measures, and their priorities,
immediately after a board decision. It is realistic to set the

first release in motion in 2018, and to position the roadmap
as a leading position in the 2019 management cycle.
The organisation can therefore start work immediately,
without a big bang of project changes being associated with
it. Adapting RWS’ working method is more important than
the composition of the specific portfolio of projects.
However, the working method must ensure an ever
improving portfolio and a focus on results.
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Appendix A

Appendix B

All 64 projects

Relationship Traffic Congestion Approach 2018-2021 and
Roadmap for Road Traffic Management Projects

Explore

Assets

Data

Modify LTS
All lanes running
Transition Route
Information panels
Tunnel operation application

Behaviour

Traffic congestion approach category A: limit duration and impact of traffic jams – resolve it as quickly as possible!

TM in logistics

Automation network optimisation
Socrates

Digital channel

TM in Mobility
management

IP chain Road Works
Focus on sustainability

96a autonomous vehicle

Increase perception
of chance of being caught

C-ITS

Regional desk upgrade
Exploration i-centre

Probe Vehicle Data
iWKS

Truck platooning
Test agenda innovation centre

Car as a sensor

Gritting equipment

Innovate

Collaboration

RWS as a
data validator

Test strategy

FCD

Develop – Test

Relationship with UP projects?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Provide impulse to deployable road inspectors
Intensifying road inspectors during rush hour
Motorway inspectors continuously near incident sites
Detect incidents earlier
Setting up salvage operators at strategic locations
Versnellen sporenonderzoek bij ernstige ongevallen
Accelerate investigation of tracks in serious accidents
Expansion of the use of special de-icing machines

Yes, considered organisational action and a given
Yes, considered organisational action and a given
Yes, WIS positioning project
Yes, Digital Visibility project
Yes, Performance-based salvaging
Yes, considered as process improvement in operation and a given
Yes, part of Explore TM project contribution to mobility management
Yes, Innovation Spreader Equipment project

Traffic congestion approach category B: reduce likelihood of occurrence and extent of congestion bottlenecks – avoid surprises

Snipper

Resources mix
and route information

Enforcement strategy 2.0

WIS positioning
Workplace UWW/ORB
Residual duration forecast
WIS notification automation

Scenario explorer
Optimise regulatory
systems

Pilot

Measures package Traffic congestion approach

E-call

Smart cameras

Incident prediction

Standardise

#

Virtual Route
Information panels
Smart cameras

Preventive
truck checks

Data-driven
de-icing

Measures package Traffic congestion approach

Relationship with UP projects?

1
2

Measures package Traffic congestion approach
Improving infrastructure at congestion bottlenecks

Does not fall under traffic management process
Yes, Smart cameras project

3

Making intersections smarter

Yes, I-VRI (smart traffic lights) part of projects development assets
for communication with vehicles

4
5

Predicting traffic density and tackling it earlier
Prevention of truck incidents

Yes, PPA implementation project
Yes, Preventive truck inspections project

6

Optimal adjustment of existing control systems
along the road

Yes, MTM continuous control project

7

Installation of additional control systems along the road

Yes, project for transition strategy functional use of Route
information panels

National regulatory
approach
WIS OWN

PPA implementation
Data-driven
enforcement

Concorda connected

Congestion approach category C: Influencing the (choice) behaviour of road users – prepare the road user for the next step

Joint ventures
KNMI collaboration

XXL tunnel desk
Road Works IOT

Traffic Information Desk

CHARM ATMS

#

#

Measures package Traffic congestion approach

Relationship with UP projects?

1
2

24/7 Travel and route information
Bringing more messages into the car

Yes, project TI desk and resources mix travel and route information
Yes, Digital Visibility projects

3

Marketplace for mobility management for major works

No, part of OAM process

4

Continuing congestion-avoiding behaviour after
completion of work

No, part of OAM process

5

Encouraging bicycle use among RWS employees

No, part of OAM process

Implement

Produce

StrengthenLVMBt
Digital colleague
enforcement

Public
campaign

Performance-oriented
salvage operator contracts

Renewal

Flister
De-icing for
third parties
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Improvement

Release 1
Release 2
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Appendix C

Appendix D

Relationship between the Smart Mobility Programme and the
Traffic Management Roadmap

Top 10 Smart Mobility projects

Smart Mobility programmes and projects

Included in Roadmap

CHARM PCP
Better Usage
Blue Wave
Talking Traffic
Smartwayz
Socrates

Yes
Yes
UP SVM
Yes
Yes
Yes

PPA

Yes

ITS corridor + Intercor

Yes

Data agenda: Data Top 8

Yes

Data agenda: probe vehicle data

Yes

Renewal less disruption approach

Yes

Mobility management (implementation)

Yes (TM contribution to OAM process)

iWKS

Yes

Mobilitymovez

Yes

Congestion approach 2021

Yes (partly)

Follow-up truck platooning approach

Yes

FCD & loops

Yes

Autonomous vehicle (ZRA) infrastructure adjustments
(research phase)

Yes

MITC

Yes

Replacement and renovation assignment

No

Travel smartly and sustainably

No

Follow-up approach smart shipping

No

Transition plan TM 3.0 (new)

UP contributes

The Smart Mobility programme has drawn up a Top 10 of
projects, in which traffic management is covered by this
roadmap.

The diagram below contains the Top 10 Smart Mobility
projects. Those addressed in the roadmap have been circled.

The fact that a number of Smart Mobility projects are not
specifically mentioned by name in this roadmap does not
mean that the content of these projects is not guaranteed.
A project like SmartwayZ, for example, aims to have startups
test Smart Mobility concepts in practice. The Innovation
Centre and the development departments of VWM/CIV/WVL
provide a platform for this.

Meer informatie
• SMARTWAYz: www.smartwayz.nl/nl/deelopgaven/
smart-mobility/
• CONCORDA: www.praktijkproefamsterdam.nl/actueel/
nieuws/concorda
• PLATOONING: www.eutruckplatooning.com/default.aspx
& www.government.nl/topics/mobility-public-transportand-road-safety/truck-platooning

Talking
Traffic &
Data top 8

CHARM
PCP

SmartwayZ.nl/
mobilityMovez.nl

Concorda

Round Tables
DITCM
Innovation Centre

Data from
vehicles
(PCD)
Transition
DVM (fcd,
i-wks...)
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BB ITS
(blue wave,
logistics...)

ZRA/
Truck
Platooning
follow-up

PPA/
Socrates 2.0

C-ITS
Corridors
(CIC, Intercor)
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